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Some big numbers

Context

User generated content (December 2010) 

Archived TV content

Users

35 hours uploaded / minute ≈ 176.000 full videos/week

2 millions videos watched per day

1.5 millions hours ≈ 120 km of shelves

300 000 hours ≈  1peta /year

2 billion – The number of videos watched per day on YouTube 

186 – The number of online videos the average Internet user 

watches in a month (USA)
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Human fingerprinting

Definition

Fingerprint 
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Fingerprint 
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Video fingerprinting



Uniqueness

Definition. Properties

1100110000010101010101010 0110110011000111011101011

The fingerprint is different for 

different content



Robustness

Definition. Properties

1100110000010101010101010 1100110000010101010101010

Fingerprint invariance under various 

types of processing, and manipulation



Video identification

Fingerprinting in the real world
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Video filtering

Fingerprinting in the real world
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Automated summarization video systems

Fingerprinting in the real world
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DEMO

Fingerprinting in the real world



Fingerprint computation principle

ARTEMIS fingerprinting technique
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Fingerprint matching: Normalized cross correlation 

ARTEMIS fingerprinting technique
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Testing database: 21 hours of visual content

ARTEMIS fingerprinting technique

Contrast decrease Gaussian filtering Conversion to grayscale

Rotation 2° Sharpening Stirmark

• 3780 video sequence of 20 seconds each

• 540 sequences of original video – HD3D-IIO corpus

• 3240 sequences of attacked video



Results

Artemis fingerprinting technique
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Conclusions

Conclusions and perspectives

 Finding an optimal fingerprint for different attacks 

 Employing a statistical decision rule, i.e. ranked correlation

 Integrating the technique in a real-life application

 Simple method of fingerprinting

 Direct integration with watermarking and compression (JPEG2000)

 The method is independent with respect to video format

Perspectives



Thank you!

Questions?


